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The biggest challenge still is finding a host
city in 2013. If there is somebody with
ideas or suggestions, please let us know.
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ENIEC in Gent, Belgium

Summer is there. The coming months no
newsletter. I wish you all a good vacation
and a safe return. And for those who stay
at home: maybe the best choice!

June 16th I was in Gent, Belgium and I
met two brandnew ENIEC members: Els
de Ganck and Katia Sette. It was good to
be there. They organised a meeting with
organisations in East Flanders and Gent
working in the field of elderly (Home)care.
They talked about developments in
Flanders and how to develop a strategy to
motivate more organisations, managers
and employees to have attention for the
needs of the growing population of elderly
migrants.

At the 21 st of March 2012 in the
evening starts the Amsterdam ENIEC
annual meeting till March 23.

With the three members from Brussels
Belgium is a fast growing country in
ENIEC.

Put those dates in your agenda! The
Amsterdam members are working hard
and with a lot of pleasure to make an
interesting program. At the end of the
year the program will be presented.

Jan Booij

Where will we be in 2013?

This month we also had the ENIEC board
meeting in Delft. It was a good meeting
although it’s strange Grete is now more
there as boardmember. The minutes of
the meeting you will find in this newsletter
too.
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a discussion on LinkedIn. At the annual
meeting the results can be discussed and
the members should decide about it.

Minutes of the board meeting
Minutes, ENIEC Board Meeting, 17th of
June 2011 in Delft

Next years’s fee
The annual fee for 2013 should not be
raised. The board will suggest to set the
fee to 141 Euro in the next annual
meeting.

Jan Booij (JB), The Netherlands, chairman
of the board
Kristel Logghe(KL), The Netherlands,
representative of the annual meeting in
Amsterdam 2012

Annual meeting 2012, Amsterdam
The sugested programm of the annual
meeting was discussed by the board. The
programm is nearly complete and very
convincing. The board suggests to make it
possible that there should be at least 2
hours for the annual meeting and that the
timeschedule should be revised to secure
a suitable time management. The board
also agrees on the dates 21.3.2012 to
23.3.2012 for the annual meeting.

Frédéric Lauscher (FL), Germany, who
took the minutes
Jenny Malmsten (JM), Sweden,
Financial Strategy ENIEC coming
yearsext years
The board agrees that a financial security
of 30.000 Euro on the bank account is
necessary to secure the financial stability
of ENIEC also in the future. It was
decided, that Jan will ask the City of The
Hague for a donation of 5.000. Also he will
ask some of our members for an extra
donation. The organizing committee of
Amsterdam will try to raise extra money.

The budget of the annual meeting is
almost financed. The board suggest to
reduce the number of participants to a
realistic number of about 70 to 80
persons. For the negotiation with the hotel
Kristel will contact Grete to ask for tipps
an tricks.

Communication strategy
The internal communication of ENIEC is
based on the newsletter, the website, the
LinkedIn group, Twitter and the Facebook
group. The board agrees that these
possibilities to communicate are in
principle sufficient, but they are not used
active by a lot of members. One idea to
improve this is to demonstrate the
possibilities and the use of LinkedIn and
Twitter on the next annual meeting. Kristel
will talk about that with the organizing
committee.

The final program will be annonced to the
members after the next boardmeeting.
Then the registration should also start. For
the registration Cobie Schippers will help
the organizing committee. Many thanks to
her from the board for that.
The board gives a big compliment to the
organizing committee for the very good
preparations.
Host city 2013
The board wants to secure that a new
board in 2012 should not have the
problem to find a host city for 2013. So
one of the major points on the agenda this
year, is to find a host city for 2013. Four
cities where discussed, Brussels, Gent,
Oslo and Istanbul. Jan and Kristel will
contact the members from Belgium, Jenny
will talk to the Norwegian members and
Frederic will try to find out about Istanbul.
In the next board meeting there should be
enough information’s to decide with which
city to proceed.

For the external communication the board
suggests to formulate some key values
(maybe 3 or 4) based on the vision and
mission of ENIEC. For the next board
meeting all board members will write
some suggestions. In the next newsletter
the members should also be asked to
contribute. The board will discuss the
material in the next board meeting and
publish the discussed suggestions in the
newsletter so that the members can
discuss and contribute. There will also be
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Election of the board, guideline,
regulations and election committee
New guidelines for the election of the
board have to be discussed in the annual
meeting. So the board decided to develop
three alternative guidelines to make a
discussion and decision on that topic
possible in the next annual meeting. Jenny
will write some proposals for the next
board meeting.
Based on that, the 2012 election has to be
done following the existing rules.
Nevertheless it is necessary to give the
election process a structure. The board
suggests that there should be a person of
confidence not in the board to whom the
candidates for the 2012 election could
send their nomination and who could
prepare the elections.

The new board in Delft….

Social media and ENIEC
•
•

For the next election in 2012 the board
agrees that, if Jan and Frederic will leave
the board, it is very important to prepare
everything in a way that the new board
can take over as easy as possible. For this
the tasks of the board should be written
down and published in the newsletter.
Candidates for the board will that way
have transparency about the things that
are to manage form the board members.

•

Twitter - @ENIEC
Linkedin http://www.linkedin.com/groups/E
uropean-Network-on-InterculturalElderly-1836911
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/group.
php?gid=59752467020

It’s always easy to make your own
account and it makes that you more easy
can follow all the ENIEC developments and
news.

Older migrants as members
Following the statutes every person living
in Europe and interessted in intercultural
elderly care can be members. So there is
no reason why older migrants should not
be members.

Jan Booij

I have a dream…
An ENIEC member tells about the dreams
she has….

Disabled older persons
Nicole Menke asked Jan Booij if the target
group of ENIEC also includes disabled
persons. For the Board intercultural care
also includes of cause disabled persons.
The board discussed about a definition of
what is “elderly”. It was agreed that it
depends. Especialy migrants but also
disabled have a much lower live
expectancy. So it is not possible to exclude
people under a certain age from the target
group of ENIEC even if it is clear that we
are not including children and very young
people.

Name: Sema
Age: 47
Country: Turkey
Work: University
1)Makes me smile:
Happy and self-esteem people
2) I think the future elderly care will bring:
It will be the most important issue,
and will be pay by public
3) I wish the future will bring:
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All countries implements the same
methods about elderly care and they
will be higher quality of life

PS….
Did you know that…….

4) In my job I notice that an elderly
person appreciates:
Who make a emphaty for them and
who create friendly circumtances and
enviroments for them life
5) If nothing was impossible and
everything was makeable this I would do
for the elderly immigrants in my country:
I would like to educate
them,facilitate they
needs,understanding each
other as a mutual, give a higher
social status

Health preventive Inspiration from
England!
http://www.walk4life.info/ -Walking
groups! The design of the website and its
concept is healthpreventing and inspiring!
- Check out this website and maybe you
will become a healthpreventive walkleader for elderly people!

Healthy Ageing a challgenge for Europe!
http://www.fhi.se/en/Publications/Allpublications-in-english/Healthy-Ageing--aChallenge-for-Europe/ - Recommended
Reading! By 2025 about one-third of
Europes population will be aged 60 years
and over and particularly rapid increase in
the number of people aged 80 years and
older. The project has a holistic approach
and with ten major topics and crosscutting
themes: socioeconomic determinants,
inequalites in health, gender and
minorities it will guide you through some
interesting reading. It also points out good
practices from Austria, England, The Czech
Republic, Finland, Italy, Netherlands,
Norway, Scotland, Sweden, and points out
recommendations for healthy ageing.

6) When I get 99 years old I wish to say:
I did everything I could and I lived a
happy and peaceful

Helena Bjurback

Eniec member has become a professor
We have a professor at ENIEC!! Tinie
Kardol, a Dutch ENIEC member is now
professor dr. Tinie Kardol at the University
of Brussels in Belgium! At the 9th of June
he has officially been installed as a
professor. His oration is called; Active
ageing. Tinie will do research about ‘active
ageing. You can order the booklet (in
Ducth) easily: just send Tinie an email.
Congratulations, Tinie! Well done!
http://uden.kliknieuws.nl/nieuws/124444/t
inie-kardol-geinstalleerd-als-professor
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Woonsaem provides information about
living in a residential community, answers
questions, helps people setting up a
residential community in a do-it-yourselfway.
So far it takes a long time (almost eight to
ten years) to realize a centre for
residential communities for older migrants.
With this draft it is possible to realize such
a project within tree to four years.

Woonsaem has a lot of partners, like
NOOM (of Eniec member Freddy May),
CABO Amsterdam (of Eniec member
Wendela Grondhout), and also Amsterdam
Steunpunt Wonen is involved, Stichting
Maagdenhuis and LVGO (national
association of living groups/cohousing).
The website provides more information
and good practices.

Tinie Kardol during his interesting oration.

Woonsaem: information and
expertise centre
The new centre for residential
communities for older migrants Woonsaem
is a Dutch centre for information and
expertise around co-housing projects for
older migrants. Residential communities
are a good solution to avoid loneliness for
older migrants and to stay in contact with
governmental services. As their lack of
knowledge of the Dutch elderly care
system, older migrants cannot find the
way to professional help. In former times
their children use to look after them and
settle everything, but nowadays the
children are integrated in the Dutch
society and do not have so much time for
their parents.

www.woonsaem.nl
Freddy May

Quote of the month
It takes twenty years to make an
overnight success (Eddie Cantor).

Presentation
member

At this moment there are 500 residential
communities/co-housing projects for older
people. Around 50 of these are projects
from and for older migrants.

of
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ENIEC

Helena Bjurbäck
Born: Sweden, Karlstad
Home: Sweden Göteborg Gothenburg
Profession: I work in SDF Angered,
Elderly Care as a Projectleader with a
health preventive program for elderly

People live in their own apartment as one
of a group of older people, most of whom
have a similar cultural background and
language. There is a communal living
space that older migrants share with the
group, where, if they wish, can organise
and take part in various activities.
Together with the group they decide what
they want to do and when they want to do
it: a shared meal, a keep fit class, a film
etc..

Relation to ENIEC: My collegue Ria
Liden told me about ENIEC and my job is
all about elderly
care and elderly immigrants so I thought
ENIEC would be the perfect platform to
join.

A member of such a group says:
“Sociability makes people Happy”.
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Thoughts about ENIEC: I'm curious

We had some interesting talks about
elderly care and how similar our countries
are. I am curious and want to know more
about her! =).

about ENIECS future. Politicians and
professional in social work ask for
platforms that gather people in Europe
from different professions to learn more
from eachother in order to develope
strategies in future elderly care.
There are plenty of challenges but many
studys also points out there are great
winnings in improving methods and
strategies in health-preventive work in
order to make elderly get life-quality.

Something about your personal
situation: I have a boyfriend and we live
together with our two cats
When can you expect the Eniec
newsletter?
Around the: 19th of September, 17th of
October, 21st of November, 16th of
January, 17th of February, 17th of April.

For me, whats important in my life , above
all would be my relations to the ones I
love. And also the importance of taking
the time with myself , for me that is doing
paintings, writing music or just taking a
long walk in the nature.

Deadlines:
before the 10th ,of the month that the
newsletter will be there, all input should
be sent to the new editors.

Life is constant learning. I try to
remember and reflect it daily. The learning
of life itself, it makes life more interesting
and surprising when I least except it and I
love it for that!

Who are the editors:
HelenaBjurback
helena.bjurback@gmail.com
Freddy May fredmay@xs4all.nl
Lola Sanchez mcs445@nyu.edu
Yvonne Witter y.witter@kcwz.nl

Have you been to the Annual Meeting
in Gothenburg, Sweden? Yes, it was
my first meeting as a
new member. I thought it was great,
especially getting to talk with members
from other countrys

Send your items for the next ENIEC
newsletter before September 10th 2011 to
the new editors.

and listening to their point of view in
elderly care.

Where will you be in March 2012?
I will be in Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
ofcourse!

Invitation –: I would like to pass on the

Dearest ENIECENIECFriends: Enjoy your holiday and
have a nice, warm and sunny
summer !!

word as next month’s profile to the ENIEC
member:
Sigurveig H.

Sigurdardottir from iceland.
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